
Japanese Language and English Communication Lab 

 

Introduction: 

Global job opportunities have opened new avenues for students which demands professionals having proficiency in communication skills 

along with strong technical knowledge. A Language lab is set up to enhance communication skills of students aspiring for excellent job 

opportunities. 

This lab is equipped with various language learning setups which provide audio and visual methods of learning English and Japanese 

language. The main purpose of a language lab is to involve students to actively participate in language learning exercises and provide 

them practice of effective communication. A special software which facilitates personalized learning for student at their pace and also 

monitors their progress through various test levels.  

  

Objectives of Language Lab 

 Involve students in various language learning exercises so as to provide them practice of effective communication. 

 Provide students with audio and visual aids to facilitate language learning and improve their language proficiency. 

 

1. About Japanese Language Courses 

Department of E & TC Engineering is successfully running Japanese language training through four semesters for SE & TE Students 

under audit courses since AY 2015-16. This course helps students to enhance their language skillset which is required to meet the needs 

of ever growing industry with respect to language support. Japanese Language skillset serves as a great platform that provides job 

opportunities & find a booming career option. Various multinational companies prefer candidates having knowledge of foreign language 

with the technical background. Learning Japanese also helps students to get familiar with Japanese society and culture. Japanese Language 

trainers are appointed to teach this audit course. The department also arranges guest lectures by Japanese natives or professionals, which 

helps to expose students to various job opportunities, business, higher education options, and cutting-edge technology available in Japan 

                 

          Session by Mr. Yuki Azumi on Japan and technology                                 Session by Japanese delegates from Waseda University on Higher education in Japan 

 

2. English Communication Course 

As prescribed in E&TC curriculum, Employability Skill Development course is included at second year level. This course covers up 

various topics related to English communication skill enhancement such as   

 Soft Skills and Communication techniques 

 Grammar and Comprehension  

 Interview Skills 

 

This course helps students to enhance their communication skills (writing, verbal, non-verbal etc.) which are required to meet the industrial 

demands. This lab also helps students to be proficient at various skills like presentation skills, problem solving techniques which are 

required for interviews in placement. This course helps students to furnish their soft skills and be prepared for job interviews as well as 

progressing in their careers. This lab is made available for SE, TE and BE students as per the allotted lab slots under above subject as well 

as students are encouraged to avail the facility anytime during working hours according to their convenience.   

 


